You don't know what you don't
know but I DO KNOW that
having to pay a commercial, forprofit lab anywhere from $3,000
to $12,000 just doesn't make
sense.
Police work belongs to the police
and I'm here to show you how to
get the job done yourselves,
quickly and easily, while
improving community
relations, saving money and
clearing more cases.

SAVE
$3,000 TO
$12,000
PER CASE!
www.GeneticGenealogyForLawEnforcement.com

A half-fold brochure, also
called a bifold brochure, is
made up of a single sheet
of paper folded into two.
This divides the brochure
into two panels.

www.GeneticGenealogyForLawEnforcement.com

STOP THE INJUSTICE
AND GET JUSTICE

THE
NEXT
GENERATION
LEAD
GENERATION
FOR
SUSPECTS
AND
DECEASED
PERSONS

Nothing is better than catching
the perpetrator and, helping
achieve justice for the victim,
their family, friends and loved
ones.
Nothing is worse than having NO
SUSPECTS, NO LEADS, NO
RESOURCES or TIME and having
no explanation other than,
"We've done everything we can."

HAVE NO FEAR, A NEW
TOOL IS HERE!
Easily go from "Whodunnit?" to
"He or She Did It!" using Genetic
Genealogy. Through the
remarkable use of DNA,
technology and genealogy, it is
possible to isolate a suspect and
go from and UNSUB to a family
name and possibly even the
perpetrator themselves quickly
and easily. It really is that simple.
www.GeneticGenealogyForLawEnforcement.com

OUR 16-HOUR VIRTUAL
LIVE TRAINING
INCLUDES:
The background on genetics and
genealogy and how it applies to
these cases
Locating, identifying and
understanding the technology
needed
Hands-on training working with
real DNA profiles and genealogy
data
A workbook with cheat sheets,
checklists and shortcuts
Information on available grants
Forensic DNA and Genetic
Genealogy testing labs to develop
the profile
Information on options to set up
your Genetic Genealogy
Investigations Division and how
to obtain support personnel if
needed

Instead of spending hours
canvassing a neighborhood,
talking to endless witnesses and
fielding a multitude of fruitless
hotline calls, let the DNA do the
work for you.

WHY THIS INSTRUCTOR?
Because I have been in your
position. As a major case
detective, I too was tasked with
figuring it all out. Usually with
little to no information. Statistics
count and so does getting justice
for your victims.
I didn't choose to learn DNA and
Genetic Genealogy. It chose me
when I found out that almost my
entire family was not as I had
known it I had to start from
scratch and over close to 5
years, I've immersed myself
in everything DNA &
Genetic Genealogy and
developed the quickest
way to the results.

"This is a terrific course..." Agent, Director, Federal Law
Enforcement Academy
"Very thorough and
comprehensive genealogy
training for investigations."
Agent, Federal Law Enforcement

